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THE DHARMA OF THE MEAL
by Carrie Abels
There is an old teaching – I’m
not sure if it’s Buddhist –
about patience: Once long
ago, a farmer was so eager to
make his crops grow that he
went out at night and pulled
on the shoots. In doing so, he
lost his harvest. It’s a helpful
image to keep in mind when
we’re trying to hasten something that can only happen at
its own pace. When we push
(or in this case, pull), we often
risk doing more harm than
good.

Ultimately, though, we can
view this teaching as being
about greed, one of the Three
Poisons in Zen. Perhaps the
farmer was eager to make his
crops grow because he wanted
something beyond a good harvest -- more money at the
market, or a good impression
to make on other farmers, or
to take a break and go on a
trip. Greed is often at the heart
of impatience: we want something to speed up so we can
get more of something else.
In our daily lives, mealtimes
are often when our impatience, and therefore our
greed, takes over. We shovel
down our food in a matter of
minutes, or get irritated when
our dish doesn’t arrive faster
in a restaurant. We prepare
food at home that isn’t good
for us because it saves us

time. Our impatience is
obvious. But what are we
greedy for?

I am a fast eater. Although I
don’t want to eat this way
(doing so often makes me
lethargic, unsatisfied, and
sometimes ill) it has become a
habit. Even during sesshin, I
eat faster than I know I should.
I try mightily to slow down,
taste every flavor, feel every
texture of the food in my
mouth. I attempt to breathe
consciously as I eat and
remain aware of the sounds of
clanking silverware around
me. Yet even at the Garrison
Institute, where the food is so
outstanding, I’m often unable
to slow down. I end up leaving
the dining table earlier than I
should, vowing to do better
next time.

a walk before the next sitting.
At home, eating fast means
time to run an extra errand, or
make more phone calls, or
read the day’s news. A meal
consumed impatiently allows
us to fulfill our greed for more
achievements during the
course of a day, since
achievements require time.
Ever since I realized this, I’ve
had an easier time slowing
down at meals. When I give
up the desire to check my
e-mail, or run to the bank,
mindfulness arises and it’s
easier for me to pay attention
and eat slowly. The Buddha
taught in the Four Noble
Truths that when we let go of
desire, suffering ceases.

What happened to the farmer
who impatiently pulled on his
shoots because he was greedy
for something else? I like to
imagine that the following
year, recognizing his past
greed, he patiently tended to
his crops and gratefully
received whatever the earth
provided. This is actually how
most farmers live: patiently,

waiting for shoots to push
through the soil, unable to
plant any earlier than the
seedling requires, unable to
harvest any later than the plant
allows. Farmers must show up
at the right time, do their
work, and not expect certain
results.
Hmmm... sort of like Zen
students.
Indeed, farmers can be an
inspiration to us at the sesshin
dinner table and in our home
kitchens. As we eat, we can
imagine a farmer standing
before rows of plants, hands
in his pockets, unable to do
anything but be patient and
wait How wonderful that
our food, the consumption
of which can lead us to
slow down, be mindful, and
become aware of our own
greed, is grown by such
people.
Carrie Abels, a long-distance
SMZ student and the daughter
of Senseis Janet and Gregory,
lives in Montpelier, Vermont,
where she is the editor of a
magazine about local food.

When this happens to us
(when patient, conscious
eating is such a challenge) it’s
good to ask what we might be
greedy for. I used to think I ate
quickly because I was greedy
for food. I finally realized
that I eat quickly because I’m
greedy for time.
Think about it: the faster you
eat, the more time you have to
do something else. At sesshin,
eating fast can mean more
time for a nap, or time to fit in
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WHY? WHEN?
By Dan Cullen
Why Zen?

I have no answer. There are, however, memories. They leave me with neither certainty
nor conclusions, but they are startling in their clarity.
More than 30 years ago, I stood in an aisle of a suburban branch library in Florida and
read a Japanese poem from the 8th century:
The mists rise over
The still pools at Asuka.
Memory does not
Pass away so easily.*

Enso by Yamada Mumon, Roshi

FIRS T SMZ JUKAI
CEREMONY
On June 3, Still Mind Zendo held its
first jukai ceremony, with eight
members receiving the Precepts:
Jean Seiwa Gallagher
Mark Daiyu Rubin
Marisa Seishin Cespedes
Tom Hakuyo Carney
Bill Hokatsu Miller
Cynthia Zuiyu Brown
Anne Myoka Skamai
Paul Chigen Morrow

It was the first time I had heard a voice spoken so clearly from the bull's-eye of the
present. Recalling it, I think of a dream that became a poem:
I lift off
the scab
that covers my face -the air is sharp and cool.
When did you commit to Zen?

I stopped shaving the day I graduated from high school. Each subsequent day, I told
myself, would be totaled in a column labeled freedom. Decades later, I was challenged to
shave the beard, and amazed myself when I realized it was an unconceivable action.
30 years with a beard.
The rebellion face stares back -who wears it?

The zendo wishes to thank Dharma
Holder Shinryu Thomson of the
Village Zendo who, as Preceptor, led
the jukai study sessions, gave the
dharma names, and presided
at the ceremony.

On the mat or off it, I have not yet found the Dan Cullen who cannot shave his beard, but
the air is sharp and cool.

–Dan Cullen is a long-distance member of SMZ.
[* From Kenneth Rexroth, transl., One Hundred Poems From the Japanese]

EVENING REFLECTIONS
By Hank Walshak
Let me respectfully remind you:
Life and death are of extreme importance.
Always in front of my eyes, but often missed.

Shinryu Thomson and a participant
during the Jukai ceremony.
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Time swiftly passes by, and opportunity is lost.
The happening of me out-speeds the thinking of me.
Each of us should strive to awaken. Awaken!
How easy to be non-awake, lost, and floating.

Take heed. This night, your days are diminished by one.
I'm in the future before I know it.

Do not squander your life.
My life is in the now, in the non-repeatable. Pay attention.

Anomyous Graffito NYC,2008
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–Hank Walshak is a member of Plum Blossom Zendo,
the Pittsburgh affiliate of SMZ.

PINE & PEONY
By Leslie Wagner
I am looking at flowers,
weighing all the parts;
leaves, stems, colors, shapes.
The petals are beautiful, like
butterfly wings, and look
just as delicate. I will be
choosing some of them as
flower offerings for the
Buddha.
I handle the bouquet I’ve
purchased carefully, making
sure I haven’t forgotten the
flower food. Opening the
paper, in the Still Mind
kitchen, is opening a book,
revealing the leaves, the
pages that will most

definitely teach me something wonderful. But what
if I break them? Or cut them
too short? I must “kill the
Buddha” even as I begin.
How will I make the
arrangement the best it can
be? So it will last for as long
as possible? Then I see:
Leslie, they die. With a conscious breath, I fling myself
into their transient, infinite
possibility, rhythms, color,
light, form, and placement.
The pink peony, all fluffy
curling petal tips and heady
fragrance, opposes the angular pine branch and its sharp
green needles. The pine is a
structure for the voluminous,
drowsy peony; the thin dark
needles poke into a small

triangle of space between
petals, forming a harmony
of diametric strengths,
hard and soft, pungent and
perfume. Attention!

These flowers will just sit,
just be. If their posture
resonates in the sight of
anyone for even the briefest
moment, then the Buddha
will have been honored.
During kin-hin, sometimes I
slyly peek at the altar -stealing from myself. Then
regret blooms in me. I am
still attached to the offering I
made, though it is just
beauty, ever unfolding, ever
dying, like breath.

–Leslie Wagner is
a member of SMZ.
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A WINTER KOAN
By Tim Kennedy
It was wintertime three years ago that I had my
pivotal daisan with Sensei Janet here in
Pittsburgh. At the time I had been struggling
with some death issues in my immediate family.
My father was in a nursing home; my sister had
recently died of cancer and my mother wanted
none of us to tell Dad that Maureen had died -but I did. I remember that my dad let out a wail
like I’d never heard in my life …. I stayed with
him till he was quiet. A few days later, on the
phone my mother asked, “Did you tell Dad?”
I said, “I did.”

she would accept me as a student. She said
ok. Afterward I discovered that other members
of my group also wanted to become her
students, so we practiced sitting together and
talked to Janet and became closer as a group in
our common intent.
Our name, Plum Blossom Zendo, comes from
a poem by Dogen:
When the old plum tree suddenly opens,
the world of blossoming flowers arises.
At the moment when the world
of blossoming flowers arises,
spring arrives.

I went to the small daisan room and explained
my troubles (my shrift with my mother about
telling Dad) --- Sensei gave me a koan! “The
priest Hsiang-yen said, ‘It is as though you were
up a tree, hanging from a branch with your teeth
…’” In the koan, a man passing by asks the
meaning of Bodhidharma’s coming from the
West. If you answer, you lose your life; if not,
you evade responsibility. What to do?…Yikes!!

We hope to continue our blossoming spirit of
Zen practice and benefit all sentient beings.

Well, I worked on the koan. It changed my
experience of my problem. I saw that this was
something to see deeply into; to sit with. I had
needed to speak; to tell my father.

Still Mind Zendo is a non-profit organization,
which relies in part on donations. Please
consider a gift to the zendo, or including SMZ
in your will. All gifts are tax deductible.
To discuss a gift or bequest, contact us at
info@stillmindzendo.org

It was another year until we had our next
sesshin with Sensei. I decided to ask in daisan if

–Tim Kennedy is a member of SMZ’s
affiliate Plum Blossom Zendo.
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Still Mind Zendo Schedule
Zendo Closed
Sundays and
Mondays

Tuesday

Morning Sitting
Arrive 7:20 A.M.
Sitting 7:30-8:30

Wednesday

Morning Sitting
Arrive 7:20 A.M.
Sitting 7:30-8:30

Evening Sitting
Arrive 6:40 P.M.
Sitting 7:00-9:00

FFoorr FFii rrsstt--TTii m
mee VViissii ttoorrss
ttoo SSttiill ll M
M iinndd ZZeenn ddoo
Whether you are new to sitting
or have a long-held practice,
please call Still Mind Zendo at
(212) 414-3128 prior to visiting the zendo for the first time.
For first-time Zen practitioners, we ask that you attend our
Introduction to Zen workshop
(see below).

AAbboouutt BBee ccoom
mii nngg aa M
Mee m
mbbeerr
Membership is an option for
those who have decided to
make a longer-term commitment to their Zen practice with
SMZ. Further information
membership can be found on
the Membership Registration
Form available at the zendo or
on our website.

**IInntt rroodduuccttii oonn ttoo ZZ eenn
On the 1st and 3rd Tuesday of
each month the zendo offers
newcomers an Introduction to
Zen workshop. Please visit
our website for details or call
us for a brochure.

M oonntt hhllyy CCaa llee nnddeerr::
M
For a detailed monthly
calender/schedule please see
our website. Go to: www.stillmindzendo.org and click on
the link “Monthly Calender”

Thursday

Morning Sitting
Arrive 7:20 A.M.
Sitting 7:30-8:30

Friday

Morning Sitting
Arrive 7:20 A.M.
Sitting 7:30-8:30

Evening Sitting
Arrive 6:40 P.M.
Sitting 7:00-9:00

EExx tteennddee dd SSiitt ttiinnggss
Weekend Sesshin:
October 31-November 2, 2008
February 13-15, 2009
–Garrison Institute
ZZaa zzeennkkaa ii (all day sitting):
(2008) September 6, October 4,
December 6, (2009) January
17, March 14, May 9,
SSeesssshhii nn ii nn tthhee CC iittyy::
April 3 - 5, 2009
–at Still Mind Zendo, NYC
W eeee kk SSee sssshhii nn,, 22000099
W
June 7 – June 13
July 12 – July 18

Saturday

Morning Sitting
Arrive 8:45 A.M.
Sitting 9:00-11:00
Tea (optional)

RReeggii sstt rraatt iioonn ffoorr aa llll EEvvee nnttss
Please contact the zendo or
visit the website for event
information and registration.
ZZee nnddoo LLooccaa ttiioonn && CCoonnttaa cctt IInnffoo
Still Mind Zendo
37 W. 17th Street, 6th floor
New York, N.Y. 10011
Between 5th & 6th Avenues
Telephone: (212) 414-3128.
info@stillmindzendo.org
www.stillmindzendo.org

